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PRIMAL CLUSTERS AND LOCAL BINARY
ALGEBRAS

ADIL YAQUB

The theory of a primal (= strictly functionally complete) algebra sub-
sumes and substantially generalizes the classical Boolean theory as well as
that of p-rings and Post algebras. Here a primal algebra is a finite algebra
in which each map is expressible in terms of the primitive operations of
the algebra. The concept of independence is essentially a generalization to
universal algebras of the Chinese remainder theorem in number theory. A

primal cluster is a class ( Ui) of universal algebras Ui of the same species
in which each Ui is primal and such that every finite subset of (Uil is in-

dependent.
Our present object is to show that the class ((Bn , x)) of all « local »

binary algebras of distinct orders, endowed with a suitably chosen permu-
tation ~‘ of Bi, forms a primal cluster ~, -)I (of species (2, 1)). Here
a local binary algebra is a finite associative binary algebra (B, x) such
that every element in B is either nilpotent or has an inverse (in B). In
Theorem 5, which is our main result, we show that a much more compre-
hensive class .K of algebras of rather diverse nature nevertheless forms a

primal cluster. Here K is the union of all algebras in ~(B~z , X, ̂ )~ and

X, ~)}, where X, ~) is the basic Post algebra of order m (species
(2,1)). This theorem subsumes Foster’s results on prime fields, « 

groups with null, basic Post algebras, and, in addition, yields new results
especially in regard to local rings (viewed as binary algebras). Our methods
for obtaining the permutation ’-, as well as for establishing independence,
are constructive. Indeed, the permutation - turns out to be of rather general
(but not entirely arbitrary) nature.

1. Fundamental concepts. We begin this section by recalling the

following results of [3]. Let U = ( U, 81 ’ 82 , ...) be an algebra and let
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S = (n1 , ’U2 , ".) be its species, where Oi is a primitive operation of finite rank
ni . An S-ex pression is a primitive composition of indeterminate symbols
~1 , ~2 ... via the primitive operations A map f (~l , ... , from U X ...

... X U to U is expressible if there exists an S-expression 9, (~1, ,.. , such

that for all ... , ln in U. An algebra U is or strictly 
ctionally complete if it is finite, with at least two elements, and if every
map ... , ~n) in U is expressible. Now, let = ( U1, ... , Ut) be a finite
set of algebras of species S. We say that satisfies the Chinese remain-
der condition, or is independent. if, corresponding to each set of S.expressions

there exists a single expression V such that 1p = is an iden-

tity of Ui (i =1 y ... t). A prirmal cluster of species S is a class U= (..., Ui ...j
of primal algebras Ui of species S any finite subset of which is independent.
We now have the following (compare Definition 2 below with Definition 3
and Theorem 6).

Definition 1. A binary algebra is an algebra (B, X), possessing two di-

stinguished elements 0, 1 (0 ~ 1) such that

Definition 2. A l ocal binary algebra is a finite binary algebra (B, X )
which is associative and such that ~ in B implies ~ is nilpotent or ~ has
an inverse (in B).

Examples of local binary algebras are wide-spread. Thus, the multipli-
cative structure of any (finite) Galois field, (GF(p k), ~ ), and more generally
any (not necessarily cyclic) finite group with null (0), X) is a local

binary algebra. Other examples include the multiplicative structure of each
of the following rings: the integers (modpk, p prime), the hypercomplex
ring GF (~k) [~1, ... , r~~] obtained by adjoining any finite number i7l , ... 
of commuting nilpotent elements to any Galois field, and more generally,
any local finite commutative ring with identity (see Definition 3).

2. The main theorems. Let (B, x) be any local binary algebra. Then,
for some r &#x3E; 1 and some s ~ 0, we may denote :

For every element a in B~ define the characteristic function (~) as follows :

if if
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Now, define a permutation - of B by the ordering (1) above, i. e.,

Clearly, - is a cyclic 0 -~ 1 permutation of B. Following ~1J, we define :

It is readily verified that

Moreover, for any function f on B, we have (compare with [1])

In (6), ak range independently over all the elements of B. Fur-

termore, te notation
1

means where

are all the elements of B. The verification of (6) is immediate upon using
(2) and (5).

We also need the following easily proved

LEMMA 1. Let (B, X ) be any local binary algebra, and let I be any

nilpotent element in B. Then qx and xq are nilpotent for all x iaz B.

PROOF. Suppose q is a nilpotent element of B and x is in B. Suppose
= y = unit. We show that this leads to a contradiction. Indeed, if x

were a unit, then yx-1 = unit, contradiction. Moreover, if x were not a

unit, then, since B is local, x would be nilpotent. Now, let k be the least

positive integer such that Xk == 0. Clearly, k &#x3E; 1. Then 0 --- yxk-’,
y-10 = Xk-1 , 0 -= which contradicts the minimality of )c. Hence r¡x(=y)
is not a unit. Again, since B is local, therefore, r)x is nilpotent. The proof
for xrl is similar, and the lemma is proved.

Next, we prove the following

THEOREM 1. Let (B, X) be any local binary algebra, and let B = to, 1, ~2 , 7
C3 , ..., ’r, y 771 7 ... rl~ ?, each l;2 is a unit, each ’Yji is nilpotent. Suppose - is any
0 --~ 1 cyclic _permutation of B such that 1-- = ’2 , ~; ~31 ..., ;~1 = ’r , I
but is entirely Then the algebra (B, X, ~) (species (2,1))
is 
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PROOF. Let ~-n donote (... ((~~)~)~ ... )~ (n iterations). Since ~-- is a

cyclic permutation of B, therefore

Hence 0 (and with it 0~ , 0~~~o~+~ ~ expressible in terms of the pri-
mitive operations X, -- . Therefore all the elements (=constant functions)
of B are expressible in terms of x, - . Next, we show that the characteri-
stic function is so expressible. Thus, let a be any element of B.

Choose N so large that r~N = 0 for all nilpotent elements of B. Now, since

C-- is a cyclic permutation of B, there therefore exists an integer m such
that = 0. Recalling that - is defined by the ordering (3), it is readily
verified that

In verifying (7) we make use of Lagrange’s Theorem and Lemma 1. Now,
to prove the theorem, y let f : B m ... X B -~ B be any mapping from Bk to
B. By what we have just proved, and using (6) and (4), it readily follows
that the right-side of (6) is expressible in terms of the operations X, -- , ’--/ ,
and hence f (x1, ..., xk) is expressible in terms of x, - , - . Since, however,
C-- is the inverse of the cyclic permutation ~~ , therefore, ~‘~ _ (see
(3)). Hence ..., xk) is expressible in terms of the primitive operations
m, ’~ , only and the theorem is proved.

Next, we investigate the independence of local binary algebras. To this
end, let X) be a local binary algebra, and let the order (= num-
ber of elements) of Bi be ni (i 11 ... , t). For each Bi, define a permutation
"" 

of Bi as in theorem 1 (i.e,, ~ is as in (3)). We now have the following

THEOREM 2. Bt are local binary algebras of distinct or
ders, and suppose that - is a permutation of Bi as prescribed in 1.

Then the algebras ~(B1, X, -),, , , * ~ (Bt, X, ~)} are independent.

PROOF. Let us first consider the algebras (B1, ~, ^) and (B2 , X, ~). Let

We shall now construct expressions (built up from X, ~~ 112 (~), 121 (~) satis-

fying (8) above. To this end, let N be chosen so that

(9) = 0 for all nilpotent elements ,q in B1 or B2 ,
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Now, define

fi = number of units in Bi (i = 1, 2).

We now distinguish three cases.

Recalling that " is defined for each Bi as in (3), (1), it is easily seen,
using (10), (11), (9), Lagrange’s Theorem, and Lemma 1, that

Case 2 : r1 ~ r2 .

As in Case 1, we now have

Case 3 : ri == r2 -

Let order of B1  order of Bz This is possible since B, and

B2 have distinct orders. Again, using Lemma 1, it is easily seen that

Furthermore, since 0- = 1 (in both B1 and B2), therefore

holds in both Bi and B2 . Hence, both |12 (i) and 121 (C) are expression.
Clearly, this holds for any pair of distinct algebras Bi, Bj in our set, and

we have thus proved that if
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then every lij (e) is an expression built up And since

c----- = - 1 , therefore 
I I . A

(14) lij (~) is an expression (built up from x , -), i 

Now, let

Then

To prove the independence of I
any set of expressions, and define :

be

Now, by (14), (15), (4), it follows that is an expression built up from

X I - I - I and since 16~’ = t- m = lit -1, its = order of Bi), therefore,
y~ is an expression built up Furthermore, using (16) and (5),
we have, y (in each Hence the algebras B1, ... , Bt) are indepen-
dent, and the theorem is proved.

An easy combination of Theorems 1, 21 and the definition of a primal
cluster yields the following

THEOREM 3. Tlae class ... , (Bn ? X ’ ~), .,.} of all local binary 
of’ _pairwise distinct orders, is as in 2, foriiis a 

cluster (species (21 1)).
Now, let i be any positive integer, and let ~ , ~) be the basic

Post algebra of order i. Here, Pi = f 0, (!i-2 , ~Oi-3 , ... , x q = min (~, 7),
where « min » refers to the above ordering, and where - is given by

In [2], the following theorem was proved.

THEOREM 4. The class f .,. ? X, ~), ...) of all basic Post algebras
of distinct orders forms a cluster (of’ species (2,1)), where X,- are as
above.
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Now, suppose 1n and are positive integers. Let X? ) and (P,n, 
be as in Theorems 3, 4, and let the orders of Bn and Pqn be n and 1n. We

now have the following (compare with [4 ; 5]).

THEOREM 5. (Principal Theorem). The class ~, ~ )~n&#x3E;_2U ((-~’~n, X’~)}1n~3
forms a primal cluster (species (2,1)), where [(Bn, x, )) and x, ) are
as in Theorems 3, 4, (order of Bn is n, order of P1n is m).

PROOF. First, observe that (Bn, X, ~ ) if and only if

n = 1n = 2, and hence no two element algebras above are isomorphic. This
follows since in a local binary algebra, x2 = x holds if and only if x = 0
or x =1. Furthermore, a careful examination of the proof of Theorem 2
shows that, in view of Theorems 3, 4, and the definition of a primal cluster,
we will be through if we cax show that there exist expression (built up
from x, -) such that

Now, let .E = ,~--- 1’2 ... i~k, where k = max (I, j). Let r be the order of the
group of units in Bi, y and let -LY be such that = 0 for all nilpotent ele-
ments in (a), (1’l), we have

Since ~‘~ = ~~’~~-1, both iij (~)~ are expressions (built up from m,~) and
the theorem is proved.

3. Applications. In this section, we consider certain classes of binary
algebras to which the above theorems apply. First, we have the following
[6 ; p. 228].

Definition 3. Let .R be any associative and commutative ring with

identity 1. R is called a local Iring if and only if R is Noetherian and the

nonunits of R form an ideal.

We now have the following (compare with Definition 2).

THEOREM 6. Let R be any finite commutative (associative) ring with

identity 1 (1 =1= 0). R is a local ring if and only if every ele1nent in R is

either nilpotent or is a unit.
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PROOF. Let R be a local ring, and let J be the radical of R. Let N

be the set of nonunits of R. We claim that J = N. Clearly, J C N. Now,
suppose Since N is an ideal and 1 ~ N~ therefore 1- z ~ N. Hence,
for any x in R, z E N implies 1- zx is a unit and thus zx is quasi-regular.
Therefore, N C J. Hence N = J = set of nilpotent elements in R. The con-
verse is immediate.

COROLLARY 1. The multiplicative structure (R, x) of any finite conunu-
tative (associative) local ring with identity is a local binary algebra. In par-
ticular, the multiplicative structu.re of any of the following rings is a local

binary algebra:
(a) GF (pk) ; (b) (= ring oj integers, 1nod pk (p prime))
(c) GF (pk) ... , where each 27i is nilpotent, rlz rh = rh rlz , aqi = rlz a,

all i, j, and all a in 
Thus, Theorem 5 applies to all the algebras stated in Corollary 1.

We shall conclude with reference to Foster’s results [1 ; 2]. Indeed, let

(G, X) be any finite groLlp, and let G’ = G U 0 1, where y X 0 = 0 x y = 0
(y E G’). As usual, we call the algebra ( G’, X ) a group with null. If, in ad-
dition, the above group (G, X) is cyclic of order n, we call (G’, X) an « n-

field » [1]. Theorem 1 now has the following corollary which contains Foster’s
results [1; Theorems 29 and 32].

COROLLARY 2..Let (G’, X) be any finite group with null, and let ~ be any

cyclic 0 --~ 1 permutation of G’. Then the algebra (G’, X, ~} is primal (species
(2,1)). In particular, X, ~) is primal for any (Fn, x).

Similarly, by taking Bn = Fn = «n-field» in Theorem 3 and Theorem 5,
we obtain the following corollary which contains Foster’s results [2 ; i Theo-
rems 4.1 and 4.3].

COROLLARY 3. (a) The set [(F2, x, -), (F3 , ~, ~ }, ...} of all  7a f ields &#x3E;&#x3E;
endowed with any cyclic 0 -+ 1 permutation -- of each Fn, forms a primal
cluster (species (2,1)). More generally, (b) if (P,tn, x, -) is as in Theore1n 5,
then

forms a pri1nal cluster.
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